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n Gold prices edged up today, drifting near a four-month high hit last week, as
the U.S. dollar sank to a fresh three-year low, while worries about potential
trade wars led to some risk-aversion trade as well.

n Spot gold was up 0.1 percent at $1,342.30 per ounce, while U.S. gold futures
for February delivery rose 0.4 percent to $1,342.30 per ounce. Gold could
move higher as we are still in the early stages of a broader USD sell-off, with
all eyes focused on 110 USD-JPY.

.

n The dollar touched a four-month low against the yen on simmering concerns
that the U.S. currency's yield advantage will start to erode as major central
banks head toward unwinding their massive stimulus.

n Against the yen, the dollar fell below the 110 threshold for the first time in four
months. The dollar index fell to its lowest since Dec. 31, 2014, on a fresh burst
of speculative selling.

n  A weaker dollar makes bullion more attractive for holders of other currencies.
Global investors are also concerned about potential trade wars, which is stirring
up some risk-aversion trade, so that, in turn, is supporting gold.

n Yesterday, U.S President Donald Trump imposed import tariffs on washing
machines and solar panels, putting a cloud over global trade at a time when
its revival has fuelled hopes for a stronger world economy. Economists think
gold prices will continue to trend higher along with other commodities, so $1,400
an ounce is our near-term target.

n Markets also expect an U.S. interest rate hike in March. Gold is highly sensitive
to rising U.S. interest rates, as these increase the opportunity cost of holding
non-yielding bullion  while boosting the greenback.  Meanwhile, recent strong
gains in equities weighed on the precious metal. Most Asian stock indexes are
up anywhere from 5 to 10 percent since the start of the year.

Gold markets tried to rally during the trading session

on Tuesday but rolled over to find the $1340 level to

offer resistance yet again. As a record this, we have

tested the $1330 level, the scene of a minor uptrend

line. I believe that the buyers will probably return

relatively soon, and therefore we will see a bounce. I

think that the market is trying to build up enough

momentum to go long, and break above the $1340

level, to reach the $1350 level after that. I believe

there is more than enough reason to think that the

uptrend is still intact, as there are supportive levels

underneath. In fact, I believe that the market has a bit

of a short-term �floor� in it at the $1325 level, so it�s

not until we break down below there that I would

consider the uptrend in some type of trouble. Pay

attention to the US Dollar, because if it falls, that should

send this market higher as well.
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n Gold prices rose yesterday as the U.S dollar fell

to fresh three-year lows

n Gold was up 0.3 percent at $1,337.36 an ounce

after touching a one-week high

n The continuation of weakness in the Dollar is

prompting support in commodities across the

board

n The dollar index fell to a fresh three-year low

against a basket of six currencies

n  A weaker greenback makes dollar-denominated

assets such as gold cheaper for holders of other

currencies
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n Oil prices slipped today in Asian trading session, under pressure from a rise
in U.S crude and gasoline inventories although crude remained near three-
year highs.

n Brent futures eased 24 cents to $69.72 a barrel, after climbing above $70 this
month for first time since 2014. U.S West Texas Intermediate (WTI) futures
were unchanged at $64.47 a barrel.

n The American Petroleum Institute said on Tuesday crude inventories rose by
4.8 million barrels in the latest week, compared with expectations for a decline
of 1.6 million barrels. Gasoline inventories also rose.

n Official U.S government inventory data is due out later today and will watched
to see if the numbers confirm a rise. The market has rallied by 50 percent and
a lot of investors have been involved for a long time.

n Money managers hold more bullish positions in crude futures and options than
at any time on record, which has been encouraged by falling global inventories
on the back of supply cuts by Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries,
Russia and its allies.

n But some traders are showing signs of seeking protection against a fall in crude
prices. Trading data shows open interest for Brent put options for a selling at
$70, $69 and $68 per barrel has climbed since the middle of last week. the
rising options to sell were a result of huge amounts of long positions that have
been built up in past months.

n Economists said oil prices were unlikely to fall far as markets were supported
by strong global economic growth pushing up oil demand and output restraint
by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries, Russia and others.
The deal to withhold output started in January last year and is currently set to
last through 2018.

The WTI Crude Oil market initially dipped during the

trading session on Tuesday but found enough support

near the $63.75 level to rally again. The market is

choppy, but I think it is attracted to the $65 level above,

which has been resistance in the past. It�s a large,

round, psychologically significant number, and it�s likely

that the typical attraction to the round number will

influence the market as oil markets are extraordinarily

technical. If we can break above the $65 level, the

market is free to go much higher. In the meantime, I

suspect that short-term pullbacks are buying

opportunities for those who are nimble enough to take

advantage of them. A breakdown below the $63 level

would be negative though. Brent markets initially pulled

back during the trading session on Tuesday, testing

the $69 level for support. We found enough there to

send the market higher, reaching towards the $70.

n Oil prices slipped from a rise in U.S. crude and

gasoline inventories although crude remained

near three-year highs

n The API said crude inventories rose by 4.8 million

barrels in the latest week

n Official U.S government inventory data is due

later in the day

n Refiners are in the midst of maintenance with

many plants planning to take down key process

units in February

n OPEC is more focused on the price of oil and

short-term revenues
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n Silver prices rose yesterday as the U.S. dollar fell to fresh three-year lows, but
an end to uncertainty created by a three-day U.S. government shutdown capped
gains.

n The continuation of weakness in the dollar is prompting support in commodities
across the board. The dollar index fell to a fresh three-year low against a basket
of six currencies, after data showed euro zone consumer confidence jumped
much more than expected in January, underlining the strong momentum in its
economy.

n  A weaker greenback makes dollar-denominated assets such as gold and silver
cheaper for holders of other currencies.  Precious metals were virtually unaffected
by the shutdown in the previous session. Bullion traded in a tight range after
the U.S Senate voted to pass a temporary spending plan through Feb. 8 to
end the government shutdown.

n Equity markets have since gained, however some market participants are
pacing for a correction, said Josh Graves, senior commodities strategist at
RJO Futures in Chicago. "Equities are getting overdone, so you're seeing more
guys positioning for at least a short-term correction."

n Markets are also anticipating an expected U.S interest rate increase in March,
which could affect precious metals. The anticipation of a March hike could act
as additional weight for gold and silver, although given this is now largely
anticipated, the downside risks should be limited and gold's reaction function
is likely to be asymmetric.

n U.S. benchmark 10-year Treasury note yields fell to a five-day low, while 30-
year bond yields sank to a one-week low. Declining yields typically make gold
more attractive to non-U.S. investors. The U.S. economy is likely to grow in
2018 at its fastest pace in three years.

Silver markets were reasonably quiet during the trading

session on Tuesday, but then broke down as the

Americans jumped on board. We are now below the

$17 level handily, but I think there is support at the

$16.75 level, and then at the $16.50 level as well. I

think that the market should eventually find plenty of

buyers underneath but waiting for stabilization is

probably the best way to go. Otherwise, if you are a

bit more willing to take risk, you could jump in now

and add as the market turns in your favor. However,

that is relying on the market to stabilize ahead of its

reason to, beyond the idea that we will simply continue

to go sideways overall. If we break above the $17

level, the market should then go looking towards the

next resistance barrier, the $17.50 level. Short-term

traders will probably do quite well in range bound

systems once we slowdown.

n Silver was gained yesterday after touching a $3-

1/2-week low of $16.73

n The silver ended the U.S day session moderately

higher, as some mid-morning selling pressure

was quickly pounced on by bulls

n There has been no fresh, major fundamental

news to drive the safe-haven metal higher early

this week

n A slumping U.S dollar index also worked in favor

of the precious metals

n The U.S government reopened yesterday after a

three-day shutdown
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